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As shown recently (arXiv:0801.3056), several types of neuronal complex networks involving non-
linear integration-and-fire dynamics exhibit an abrupt activation along their transient regime. In-
terestingly, such an avalanche of activation has also been found to depend strongly on the topology
of the networks: while the Erdős-Rény, Barabási-Albert, path-regular and path-transformed BA
models exhibit well-defined avalanches; Watts-Strogatz and geographical structures present instead
a gradual dispersion of activation amongst their nodes. The current work investigates such phe-
nomena by considering a mean-field equivalent model of a network which is strongly founded on
the concepts of concentric neighborhoods and degrees. It is shown that the hierarchical number of
nodes and hierarchical degrees define the intensity and timing of the avalanches. This approach also
allowed the identification of the beginning activation times during the transient dynamics, which is
particularly important for community identification (arXiv:0801.4269, arXiv:0801.4684). The main
concepts and results in this work are illustrated with respect to theoretical and real-world (C. ele-

gans) networks. Several results are reported, including the identification of secondary avalanches,
the validation of the equivalent model, the identification of the possible universality of the avalanches
for most networks (depending only on the network size), as well as the identification of the fact that
different avalanches can be obtained by locating the activation source at different neurons of the C.

elegans network.

PACS numbers: 87.18.Sn, 05.40Fb, 89.70.Hj, 89.75.Hc, 89.75.Kd

‘I have also thought of a model city from which I deduce
all the others.’ (Invisible Cities, I. Calvino)

I. INTRODUCTION

Investigations addressing the relationship between
structure and dynamics have become increasingly impor-
tant in several scientific areas, from neuroscience (e.g. [1,
2]) to complex networks (e.g. [3, 4]), and more recently to
both these areas (e.g. [2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]). While a
great deal of attention has been recently focused on inves-
tigations or relationships between linear synchronization
and network topology (e.g. [4, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]),
relatively lesser attention has been directed towards
studying the structure-dynamics paradigm by consider-
ing non-linear and/or transient regimes. In a recent series
of articles [20, 21, 22], the transient dynamics of complex
neuronal networks composed of simple integrate-and-fire
neurons has been shown to yield a series of remarkable
effects, including avalanches of activation [20] and activa-
tion confinement inside topological communities [21, 22].

As external activation is fed into the network through
a selected node, which acts as a source, it spreads
through the network in a way which is highly depen-
dent on the network topology. While Watts-Strogatz
(WS) and geographical (GG) networks are characterized
by more progressive, gradual dispersion of the activa-
tion from the source to the other nodes, Erdős-Rényi
(ER), Barabási-Albert (BA), path-regular [37] (PN) and
path-transformed BA networks (PA) structures yield an
abrupt onset of activation after some initial time steps,
after which the whole network becomes intensely acti-

vated [20]. Figure 1 illustrates this phenomenon with re-
spect to the total number of spikes along time obtained
for the transient activation period (300 initial steps) in a
PN (Fig. 1a-b) and a GG (Fig. 1c-d) with similar sizes
and average degrees. Observe the presence of a secondary
avalanche taking place at later times for the PN case
(Fig. 1a-b).

In addition, the times for each neuron to receive the
first non-zero activation, through synapses, were found
to be particularly related to the community organiza-
tion of networks [21]. These findings have several im-
plications for biological and computational neuroscience
and community identification, including the fundamental
role that the integration-and-fire dynamics have for con-
finement of activation within neuronal modules, avoid-
ing widespread activation of whole neuronal areas. The
important point here concerns the simultaneous localiza-
tion of neuronal activity along time and space implied
by the non-linearities. However, these results represent
particularly interesting subjects also for more basic in-
vestigations.

The present work reports a combined theoretical and
experimental analysis of the activation dynamics in com-
plex networks of varying types by considering two fun-
damental concepts. First, the concentric (or hierar-
chical [38]) neighborhoods around the source node are
identified and characterized in terms of the respective
number of nodes, hierarchical degree and intra-ring de-
gree [23, 24, 25, 26]. Such a concentric representation of
the original network is fundamental for the study of com-
plex neuronal network dynamics because the activation
in such non-linear systems progress precisely along the
concentric neighborhoods. The concentric representation
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FIG. 1: The spikes at each neuron along time (spikegram) for a path-regular (a) and a geographical (c) network. The
respective total number of spikes along each time step during the transient activation (300 initial steps) are shown in (b) and
(d), respectively. The path-regular network contained 100 nodes and the geographical 91 nodes. Both networks had average
degree equal to 6. While two avalanches are observed for the PN network, the GG dynamics involves only a gradual and smooth
increase of spiking.

of the original network is then used to derive an equiv-
alent mean-field model of the original network, namely
a chain complex neuronal network. It is shown analyti-
cally that the avalanches of activation along the transient
regime of the integrate-and-fire neuronal networks is an
immediate consequence of the number of nodes at each
concentric level.

This article starts by briefly reviewing the main com-
plex neuronal network concepts, the adopted 7 theoreti-
cal models of complex networks, as well as the concentric
representation of networks and respective hierarchical
measurements. It proceeds by developing the mean-field
equivalent model and by showing the intrinsic relation-
ships between the hierarchical structure of networks and
the properties of the avalanches. This approach also al-
lowed important results regarding the characterization of
the beginning activation times, which have been found to
be intrinsically related to community structure [21, 22].

II. BASIC CONCEPTS

A undirected complex network with N nodes can be
represented in terms of its respective adjacency matrix

K, such that the presence of an edge between nodes i and
j is represented as K(i, j) = K(j, i) = 1, with K(i, j) =
K(j, i) = 0 being otherwise imposed. The immediate
neighbors of a node i are those nodes which share an edge
with i, i.e. are at distance 1 from i. The degree of a node
i, henceforth represented as k(i), is equal to the number
of its immediate neighbors. In a directed network, the in-
degree of a node is defined as being equal to the number
of incoming edges, while the out-degree corresponds to
the number of outgoing edges. Two nodes are said to be
adjacent if they share an edge. Two edges are adjacent
if they share a node. A walk is any linear sequence of
adjacent edges. A path is a walk which never repeats any
node or edge. The length of a walk (or path) corresponds
to its respective number of edges.

The h-neighborhood of a node i is the set of nodes which
are at shortest path distance of h edges from node i. Such
successive neighborhoods define the concentric (or hier-
archical) levels h of the network with respect to the refer-
ence node i. The number of nodes in such a neighborhood
is henceforth represented as nh(i). Each of such nodes is
an h-neighbor of i. The hierarchical degree [23] of a node
i, henceforth expressed as kh(i), is the number of edges
between its h−neighbors and its (h+1)−neighbors. The
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h-th intra-ring degree [23, 24, 25, 26] of a node i, denoted
here as ah(i), is the number of edges among the nodes of
the h−neighbors of i.

Figure 2 illustrates the concentric organization of a
simple network with respect to the reference node i. Ob-
serve that different concentric organizations will be ob-
tained for the other nodes. The organization obtained
for the reference node contains 3 concentric levels (also
called rings) defined by 3 successive neighborhoods, re-
spectively with n0(i) = 1, n1(i) = 3, n2(i) = 7, and
n3(i) = 4 nodes. The hierarchical degree of node i at the
level c = 0 is identical to its traditional degree. However,
now we have additional information about the connectiv-
ity around the reference node provided by its hierarchi-
cal degrees k1(i) = 8; k2(i) = 7 and kc(i) = 0 and k-th
intra-ring degrees a0(i) = 0; a1(i) = 1; a2(i) = 3; and
a3(i) = 1.

FIG. 2: The concentric organization of a simple network with
respect to the reference node i. The hierarchical number
of nodes nh(i), hierarchical degrees kh(i) and intra-ring de-
grees ah(i) provide a rich characterization of the connectivity
around the reference node.

We consider 7 theoretical models of complex networks
corresponding to the Erdős-Rény (ER), Barabási-Albert
(BA), Watts-Strogatz (WS), geographical (GG), path-
regular (PN), path-transformed BA (PA) as well as ver-
sion of the PN model, henceforth abbreviated as PI,
where all nodes have identical degrees. The ER net-
works are obtained by implementing edges between pairs
of nodes with fixed probability. The BA network starts
with m0 nodes and additional nodes are attached with
m edges each, which are attached to the previous nodes
with probability proportional to their respective degrees
( [27]). The WS structures are obtained by by rewiring
10% of the edges in a linear regular lattice with suitable

degree. The PN and PA models belong to the family of
knitted networks [28]. The path-regular networks (PN)
are constructed by performing paths through all nodes in
the network, without repetition. The path-transformed
BA model (PA) is obtained through the star-path trans-
formation [29] of a BA network with the same number
of nodes and similar average degree. The PI mode is
introduced in this article as a version of the PN model
where all nodes have identical degrees. This is obtained
through the two following modifications of the PN algo-
rithm: (a) one path can not go through an edge visited
by a previous path; and (b) the initial and final nodes
of each path are connected. This new model is particu-
larly suitable for illustrating the developments reported
in this article. All used networks have similar number
of nodes and edges, and only the nodes corresponding
to the largest connected component are taken into ac-
count. However, because of the relatively large average
node degrees adopted henceforth, most nodes are gener-
ally included in the largest components.

A complex neuronal network is a neuronal network
whose connectivity is given by a complex neuronal net-
work. Each neuron is represented as a node, and each
synapse as an edge. Integrate-and-fire neurons, shown in
Figure 3, are adopted in this work. Each of these neu-
rons is composed of three elements: (i) an integrator,
(ii) a memory (containing its current activation state);
and (iii) a non-linear transfer function (a hard-limiter is
adopted henceforth). A spike is produced whenever the
activation state equals or exceeds the respective thresh-
old T (i). In this work, all states and spikes are up-
dated synchronously at every time step t. Once a fire
takes place, the internally accumulated activation is dis-
tributed equally amongst the outgoing axons. Though
such a distribution is not biologically realistic, it can be
emulated by considering varying synaptic weights. The
distribution of the activation implies in the conserva-
tion [20, 21, 22] of the total stimuli conveyed by the
source node.

FIG. 3: The integrate-and-fire model of neuron i adopted
in this work incorporates three main elements: integrator Σ,
activation state S(i) and threshold T (i). Observe that the
number of dendrites u(i) and axons v(i) are equal to the in-
and out-degree of node i, respectively.

Though all the 7 models of theoretical networks
adopted in this work are, in principle, undirected, they
can immediately used to obtain directed complex neu-
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ronal networks by splitting each undirected edge into two
respective directed edges. Now, for each cell the incoming
edges represent the synapses and the outgoing edges the
axons. Consequently, the in- and out-degrees are equal
for every cell. The activation of such networks is hence-
forth obtained by placing a source of constant activation
(intensity 1) at a specific nodes and monitoring the re-
spective activation and spiking patterns along time.

III. EXTREME CONFIGURATIONS

In this section, we investigate the activation spread in
two extreme types of complex neuronal networks, namely
the hub and a chain dual structures [29] shown in Fig-
ures 4 and 5. Such examples are aimed at familiarizing
the reader with the adopted concepts and representation
while illustrating how the activation disseminates in two
extreme, but particularly important, situations.

FIG. 4: A simple network (a) containing a hub (node 1) and
the respective diagrams of spikes at any of the neurons 2 to
N along t (b), spikes at the source neuron 1 (c), activations
at any of the neurons 2 to N (d), and the total number of
spikes in the network (e).

Let us start by analysing the situation depicted in Fig-
ure 4. Here, the network incorporates 10 nodes, one of
each (node 1) is adopted as the source. Observe that
node 1 is the hub of this simple network. All neurons
have the same threshold T = 1. After activation of the
source (kept constant and equal to 1) at t = 1, neu-
ron 1 starts firing at every time step t, as shown in
Fig 4(c). Such spikings activate the neurons attached
to neuron i by an amount of 1/(N −1) at every step, im-
plying linear accumulation of the activation along time
inside each of the neurons 2 to N (Fig. 4(d). At time
t = N − 1, such accumulated activations will reach the
threshold T = 1, implying the simultaneous spiking of
all neurons from 2 to N . Because neuron 1 spikes con-
tinuously, we have a total of N spikes at time t = N − 1.

This simple example illustrates the basic effect underly-
ing the avalanches of activation in the complex neuronal
networks. However, such avalanches are by no means ex-
clusively related to the firing of hubs. First, most of the
networks exhibiting activation avalanches, including the
BA model, incorporate nodes with varying degrees. Sec-
ond, avalanches are found in completely degree-regular
networks such as the PI model, being also pronounced
for highly degree-regular networks such as ER and PN.
As shown in this work, the avalanches are ultimately a
consequence of hubs of hierarchical degree along the con-
centric organization of the network with respect to the
source node.

The network illustrated in Figure 5(a) is the dual [29]
of a hub, i.e. it is completely organized as a chain [30]
of nodes. Despite the simplicity of this network, the ac-
tivation dynamics is relatively involved because of the
backward activation which takes place at each firing of
cells 2 to N. The activations and spikings along time for
neurons 1, 2, 3, 6, 9 and 10 are shown in Figure 5(b)
and (c), respectively. All activations in this figure ex-
hibit what is henceforth called saw oscillations, i.e. al-
ternate high and low values, separated by one time step.
The high values of the saw oscillations are henceforth
called peaks. The peaks obtained for each node tend to
undergo, after a brief transient period, an almost linear
increase with time with varying slopes. By comparing
the several diagrams in Figure 5, it becomes clear that
the activation is propagated gradual and progressively to
the neurons at the right-hand side of the chain network,
with the initial neurons concentrating activation because
of the backward flow of activation. Figure 6 shows the
total number of spikes generated along time by the chain
network in Figure 5. The smooth and gradual distribu-
tion of the activation of the chain networks can be clearly
appreciated from these results.

The saw oscillation can be better understood by con-
sidering the following coupled difference equations involv-
ing 5 consecutive nodes i − 2 to i + 2 centered at a node
i along the chain (except at the two extremities)

S(i − 1) = 0.5S(i − 2)δi−2 + S(i − 1) + 0.5S(i)δi

S(i) = 0.5S(i − 1)δi−1 + S(i) + 0.5S(i + 1)δi+1

S(i + 1) = 0.5S(i)δi + S(i + 1) + 0.5S(i + 2)δi+2

where S(i) is the accumulated state of node i and δi

is the function specifying the time when neuron i fires.
Observe that these functions are not easily obtained for
most cases. Whenever one of such functions δv is acti-
vated, corresponding to the respective spiking, the inter-
nal state of the respective neuron v is flushed out, being
distributed equally among its left and right neighbors,
and subsequently cleared.

Let us assume that the saw oscillation is verified for
the current instant, i.e. we have a high value (above
threshold) at neuron i− 2, a low value (below threshold)
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(a)

(b) (c)

FIG. 5: The chain network (a) and the activations (b) and spikes (c) obtained for several of its nodes (identified in the middle
of the picture). All activation patterns in (b) exhibit the saw oscilations, which also alternate between subsequent nodes (a
phase shift by one time step). After a brief transient, the peaks in these saw patterns tend to increase almost linearly with
time, with different slopes. Quite regular spiking patterns can be seen in (c).

at neuron i − 1, and to on alternately. Because neu-
rons i − 2, i and i + 2 have internal states larger than
the threshold T = 1, they spike, and their activations
are shared between their neighbors. Because the latter
were at a low activation, they do not send any substan-
tial input to any of the nodes i − 2, i and i + 2, which
therefore become lowly activated. However, the high ac-
tivations previously contained in these three neurons are
now transferred to neurons i−1 and i+1, which become
highly activated. An opposite exchange is verified for the
subsequent step, and so on, corroborating the stability of
the attractor implying the chain oscillations.

In spite of the relatively complex shapes of the ac-
tivations along time, quite regular spiking patterns are
obtained, as shown in Figure 6(c).

IV. CONCENTRIC CHARACTERIZATION OF

THE TOPOLOGY OF THE NETWORK MODELS

This section presents the concentric characterization
of the 7 types of complex networks considered in this
work. First, we estimate experimentally the distribu-
tion of the hierarchical number of nodes nh(i), hierar-
chical degree kh(i), and intra-ring degrees ah(i) by av-
eraging among every node i. Each of the 7 theoretical
models of complex networks considered in this work had
their hierarchical measurements (hierarchical number of
nodes, hierarchical degrees, and intra-ring degrees) ob-
tained computationally for each node of representative
samples of each of the topological types. Because sys-
tematic comparisons of hierarchical measurements of di-
verse complex networks models have been reported pre-
viously (e.g. [23, 24, 25, 26]), this section is aimed only
at illustrating the overall hierarchical structures of the
considered network models.

Figure 7 shows the hierarchical number of nodes nh(i)
obtained for 20 nodes randomly chosen from each of the
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FIG. 6: The total of number of spikes generated along time by
the chain network in Figure 5. The activation is transferred
gradual and slowly from the nodes in the left-hand side to
those in the right-hand side of the chain network.

networks of different types. In all cases, the hierarchical
node degree starts with value one (the initial node, at c =
0) and increases until reaching one or more (in the case
of the GG structure) peaks, decreasing subsequently to
zero (the end of the network). Interestingly, the peaks for
most models tend to occur near the middle hierarchical
level.

However, the specific details of the obtained signatures
are directly related to the topology of each type of net-
work. The most regular distribution of hierarchical num-
ber of nodes was obtained for the PN model which, after
the PI structure, is the most structurally regular model
among the types of networks considered presently. Ho-
mogeneous signatures were obtained also for the ER and
PA models. The GG structure (Fig. 7d) implies not only
the largest diversity of signatures, but also the longest
signatures (compare the x−axes ranges in each plot in
Figure 7). The second longest signatures were obtained
for the WS network (Fig. 7c). Because the sum of the
hierarchical number of nodes needs to be constant and
equal to the total number of nodes N , the two cases lead-
ing to the longest signatures also imply the lowest values
in the y−axes.

The hierarchical degrees kh(i) obtained for each of the
types of networks are shown in Figure 8. Recall that
the hierarchical degree of a node i at concentric level h
corresponds to the number of edges between the h− and
(h + 1)−neighbors of i. Again, the hierarchical degrees
tend to increase to a peak, decreasing thereafter, with the
exception of the GG structure (Fig. 8d). The PN yielded
the most similar signatures, reflecting its enhanced struc-
tural regularity. The longest and lowest signatures were
again obtained for the GG and WS models. Observe that
the peak of the hierarchical degrees tend to occur one
level before that where the maximum number of nodes
are obtained.

Figure 9 shows the hierarchical intra-ring degrees ah(i)
obtained for each network type. These signatures exhibit

properties similar to those discussed above.
Figure 10 shows the hierarchical number of nodes (a),

hierarchical degrees (b) and intra-ring degrees (c) ob-
tained for the highly regular PI network. As expected,
they yielded the most uniform sets of hierarchical signa-
tures.

V. THE EQUIVALENT MODEL: CONNECTING

THE HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE AND

TRANSIENT DYNAMICS

The hierarchical (or concentric) organization of com-
plex networks with respect to a reference node pro-
vides not only additional information about the net-
work connectivity at successive larger topological scales
around the reference node (a multiscale approach), but
is also intrinsically related to the dynamics of distribu-
tion through the network of activation received from the
reference node. In order to discuss this important fact
in more detail, let us consider the simple network in
Figure 11, containing 13 nodes. Node 1 was taken as
the reference node, and the 5 hierarchical neighborhoods
identified, being shown as columns in Figure 11. The
hierarchical number of nodes, hierarchical degrees and
intra-ring degrees of node 1 are shown below the net-
work. Also shown are the total inter-ring degrees of each
h−neighborhood, obtained by adding its respective hi-
erarchical degree and the hierarchical degree at the pre-
vious level, i.e. dh(i) = kh(i) + kh−1(i). It is interest-
ing to observe that, though small, this network captures
the hierarchical organization typically found in complex
networks, namely the peak of the hierarchical measure-
ments, occurring near the intermediate concentric level.

Let us now suppose that self-avoiding random walks
start continuously at the reference node 1. The total
number of different paths which can be followed by the
walks (a measurement related to the diversity of random
walks [31, 32, 33]) can be estimated by multiplying the
hierarchical degrees at each level, except for the very last
one. The estimation would be exact were not for the
intra-ring edges, which allow the moving agents to re-
turn to previous levels. In addition, the average time it
takes to activate nodes in a given concentric level c is
readily given as being very close to h. Therefore, the
concentric organization of a network with respect to the
reference node can yield important information not only
about the total number of different walks, but also about
the time at which nodes receive their first non-zero acti-
vation. In the specific case of self-avoiding random walks
(or even traditional random walks), the activation of the
nodes proceeds gradually, without any abrupt increases
or decreases along time.

Let us now consider how the network in Figure 11 be-
haves with respect to the integrate-and-fire non-linear
dynamics adopted in the current work. The source of
activation is placed at node 1, and the activation is prop-
agated every time any of the neurons fires. Because the
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FIG. 7: The hierarchical number of nodes obtained considering 20 nodes chosen at random from each of the 6 considered
networks.

FIG. 8: The hierarchical degrees obtained considering 20 nodes chosen at random from each of the 6 considered networks.

activation being sent from node 1 to nodes 2, 3 and 4
is equally distributed among the 3 respective axons, i.e.
edges (1, 2), (1, 3) and (1, 4), it takes three steps for the
neurons in level 1 to fire. However, when they fire they
do so simultaneously, generating a small surge of num-
ber of spikes. As each of these three neurons fires, they
sends equal shares of activation to all neurons to which
they are connected. For instance, after firing, neuron
2 distributes its activation among neurons 1, 6 and 7.
Because all neurons in the concentric level 1 send con-
nections to more neurons in the next level, those neurons
receive only a small share of the activations sent by the
neurons in level 1.

An opposite effect is observed when the neurons at
level 2 fire. Now, because the neurons at level 3 receive
three axons each from neurons in the previous level, a
substantial amount of activation is received by each of
them. With few exceptions related to intra-ring edges

and degree non-homogeneities, the neurons in the next
level will consequently fire at the next time step because
of the intense activation received from the previous level.
Therefore, once the neurons in the level with highest hi-
erarchical number of neurons spike, they tend to imply
intense activation to both the previous and following lev-
els. Now, considering that the neurons at the previous
levels are already well-activated as a consequence of be-
ing closer to the source, and because the neurons in the
following layers will receive intense activation from the
spiking neurons, the spiking of the neurons in the con-
centric level with the highest hierarchical number of nodes
tends to imply the spiking of most (often all) the other
neurons in the network within a one or a few time steps.
This corresponds to how the avalanches of spikings are
produced in typical complex neuronal networks.

It should be observed that the regularity of connec-
tions of all neurons in Figure 11 was deliberately cho-
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FIG. 9: The hierarchical intra-ring degrees obtained considering 20 nodes chosen at random from each of the 6 considered
networks.

sen for the sake of a more didactic presentation. Non-
homogeneities of connections between nodes (e.g. a neu-
ron in level h send more connections to distinct neurons
in the next level than other neurons at level h) imply
in non-simultaneous spiking of the neurons at a given
level. However, because several of the 7 considered net-
work types are characterized by strong degree regularity
(the main exception is the BA case), they degree homo-
geneity is not a particularly restrictive assumption. An-
other simplification adopted so far concerns the effect of
intra-ring connections in slightly delaying the activation
of the adjacent levels to a level h, by implying a fraction
of the activation liberated by the spiking neurons at level
h to remain at that same level. Intra-ring connections
can also imply in small lost of simultaneity in the spiking
of the neurons at the next level. Though all the de-
velopments reported in the remainder of this article can
be complement to take into account non-homogeneous
degree distributions and intra-ring connections, such ex-
tensions are left for future works.

Because of the relative uniformity of the degree dis-
tributions in most of the 7 considered complex network
models, it is possible to reduce the hierarchical organiza-
tion of a complex, with reference to a given node, into a
chain network (see Fig. 11c), yielding a mean-field equiv-
alent model of the relationship between the hierarchical
structure and the non-linear activation dynamics in com-
plex networks. The basic idea is to consider the activa-
tion and spiking of all neurons in each concentric level to
be subsumed by a single equivalent node. Therefore, an
equivalent chain network such as that in Figure 11 is ob-
tained from the original network. Now, the connections
between these equivalent nodes need to be weighted in or-
der to account to the typically asymmetric distribution
of activation between the nodes at the previous and next
concentric levels. These weights are properly defined as

wh,h+1 =
kh(i)

dh(i)

wh−1,h =
kh−1(i)

dh(i)

where c = 2, 3, . . . , hmax − 1. In the particular case of
the neurons at the extremities of the chain, we have

w0,1 = 1

whmax,hmax−1 = 1

Figure 12 shows the adopted integrate-and-fire neu-
ronal model modified to incorporate weights.

In order to reflect the division of the activation received
at a level among all its constituent neurons, it is necessary
to set the thresholds of the neurons in the chain equiva-
lent neuronal network as being equal to the respective hi-
erarchical number of nodes, i.e. T (h) = nh(i). This last
modification completes the definition of the mean-field
equivalent model of the non-linear distribution of activa-
tion through reasonably degree-regular complex neuronal
networks.

Once the equivalent model of a given complex network
and activation source has been obtained from the respec-
tive concentric properties, the following important esti-
mations about the activation/spiking dynamics can be
obtained:

bf Avalanche hierarchy: The concentric level c at
which the avalanche initiates can be estimated as the
level which has the largest number of neurons.

Beginning of Activation Times: The time it takes
to a level to spike can be estimated by adding the number
of nodes from level 0 to the current level.

Avalanche times: The time at which the first
avalanche will occur can be estimated by adding the
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FIG. 10: The hierarchical number of nodes (a), hierarchical
degrees (b), and intra-ring degrees (c) obtained for the PI
network model.

number of nodes from level 1 to the level containing the
largest number of nodes (inclusive).

Intensity of avalanches: The intensity of the
avalanche at the time it occurs can be estimated as the
number of nodes in the critical level.

The evolution of the avalanches: Though the
maximum variation of the total number of spikes is ap-
proximately given as above, varying degrees and intra-
ring connections will imply in a dispersion of the spiking,
affecting the intensity and width of the avalanches. Such
additional features can be estimated by taking into ac-
count the number of nodes at concentric levels which are
adjacent to the critical level (i.e. that containing the
largest number of nodes).

In the following, the potential of the equivalent model
for predicting the properties of the avalanches is illus-
trated with respect to the simple network in Figure 11
and then with respect to each of the 7 topological types
of networks adopted in this article.

VI. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

Figure 13 shows the total number of spikes along time
obtained for the complete original network (a) as well
as by considering the respective equivalent model in Fig-
ure reffig:equiv(c). Identical curves are obtained in case
the intra-ring connections are removed from the network.
However, the fact that these connections are not con-
sidered in the equivalent model implies in the predicted
slight delays and spread of the activations. Nevertheless,
the overall dynamics leading to the spiking avalanche was
properly captured and reproduced by the model up to the
small differences implied by the elimination of the intra-
ring connections.

Figure 14 shows the total number of spikes in terms
of the time steps, as obtained by considering the whole
ER, BA, WS, GG, PN and PA complex network models
adopted in the present work with the activation source
placed at node 50. The most remarkable feature of such
results, which soon catches our attention while looking
at Figure 14, is that most networks, except the GG but
including the BA, yielded very similar patterns of total
spiking along time. Moreover, all networks (except GG)
show avalanches, which occur at similar times near 80
steps. Similar results have been obtained for most of
the other nodes, but are not shown here for the sake of
space. These results suggest that avalanches, as well as
their onset time, seem to be an almost universal feature of
complex neuronal networks. The only parameters which
are likely to affect the avalanche parameters are the sizes
and average degrees of the networks. Because of its po-
tential importance, we investigate this issue further in
the next section. Also of particular interest in Figure 14
are the occurrence of a second avalanche in the WS and
PN cases.

The hierarchical measurements of the structures con-
sidered above — namely the hierarchical number of
nodes, hierarchical degree — were obtained and used
to define the respective equivalent models. Figure 15
depicts the total number of spikes along time obtained
for the equivalent models with respect to the situations
shown in Figure 14. Strikingly, all plots — except possi-
bly for the GG case — show a clear transition of spiking
intensity near time step 80. As expected, the WS and
GG networks yielded more gradual transitions. However,
in all cases the network was completely activated after
nearly 80 time steps, undergoing saw oscillations. Inter-
estingly, the amplitude of such oscillations varied consid-
erably for each of the situations in Figure 15, being more
intense for the two knitted models (i.e. PN and PA). In
addition, the height of the oscillating plateaux tended to
follow the intensity of the avalanches in Figure 14, being
close to 50 for all models, except for the PA model, which
yielded a slightly lower avalanche transition of nearly 40
units.

Figure 16 shows the results obtained for the highly
regular PI model by using the whole original network
(a) and the respective equivalent model (b). A pro-
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FIG. 11: An example of equivalent model of a network (a). Node 1 is chosen as the reference, defining 5 concentric levels
c = 0, 1, . . . , 4. The respective hierarchical measurements are shown in (b).

nounced avalanche is obtained, followed by a relatively
long plateau of stabilization of the overall spiking rate. A
secondary avalanche can be identified at approximately
210 steps. Again, the equivalent model was capable of
identifying the timing and intensity of the first avalanche.

By being in complete agreement, as far as the main
avalanche properties are concerned, with the results
obtained by considering the whole original network
(Fig. 14), these results support the fact that the intrin-
sic dynamics of avalanches, as well as their respective
times and intensities, are intrinsically captured in the
particularly simple respective equivalent models. How-
ever, the simple chain model failed to detect the sec-
ondary avalanches obtained for the WS and PN models.
Remarkably, the intrinsic dynamics of the first avalanches
seem to be completely determined by the respective topo-
logical measurements of hierarchical number of nodes
and hierarchical degrees. This implies that the main

avalanches, as well as their features, can be reasonably
predicted from the respective hierarchical measurements.

VII. HOW UNIVERSAL ARE AVALANCHES?

The remarkable results obtained in the previous sec-
tion, especially the similar onset times for the avalanches
obtained for all models except GG, motivate future inves-
tigations. In this section, we consider the highly regular
PI model in order to identify the equivalent model param-
eters (i.e. hierarchical number of nodes and hierarchical
signatures) for a whole range of network sizes and aver-
age degrees (recall that all nodes in a PI network have
the same degree).

Figure 17 shows the positions and intensities predicted
for the avalanches in PI complex neuronal networks in
terms of their sizes N and average node degree 〈k〉. These
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FIG. 12: The integrate-and-fire neuron with weights.

(a) (b)

FIG. 13: The total number of spikes along time obtained for the network in Figure 11(c) by considering the whole original
structure (a) and the respective equivalent model (b). The small differences between these two curves are a consequence of the
intra-ring degrees, which are not considered in the equivalent model.

results were obtained by considering the whole networks
(not the equivalent models) and averaging over all nodes
of the PI networks. Interestingly, both the positions and
the intensities do not depend on the average degree. This
is compatible with the fact that only the ratios between
the hierarchical degrees are taken into account in the
equivalent model. The positions of the avalanches along
time (Fig. 17a) increase monotonically, but not linearly,
with N . The positions also undergo an abrupt increase
near N = 100. The intensities of avalanches (Fig. 17b)
exhibit a similar behavior, also independent of the av-
erage degree, but exhibit a less abrupt increase near
N = 100.

VIII. A REAL-WORLD EXAMPLE: C.

ELEGANS NETWORK

Having proceeded all the way from the discussion of the
avalanches in integrate-and-fire complex neuronal net-
works to the respective characterization in terms of the
chain equivalent model, it is now time to illustrate the po-
tential of these concepts and approaches with respect to a
real-world network, namely the C. elegans network [34].

The largest component considered in this article con-
tained 246 nodes (the original matrix was thresholded
at 4).

Figure 18 shows the hierarchical number of nodes nh(i)
and hierarchical degrees kh(i) obtained for the C. elegans
network with reference to node 50. The maximum num-
ber of nodes per concentric level is obtained for level 5.
So, the avalanche time is predicted as the sum of the
nodes at this and the previous levels, therefore corre-
sponding to 200 steps. The intensity of the avalanche
is estimated as being equal to the maximum number of
nodes per concentric level, i.e. 123. Figure 19(a) shows
the total number of spikes along time obtained consid-
ering the whole original structure (a) and by using the
equivalent model (b) defined by the respective hierarchi-
cal measurements. The avalanche is observed very close
to the predicted time, exhibiting intensity also very sim-
ilar to the respectively predicted value.

Because of the close relationship between the con-
centric organization and the transient integrate-and-fire
dynamics, it is possible to predict with accuracy the
avalanche features from the hierarchical number of nodes
and hierarchical degrees of other nodes from the C. el-
egans network, without the need to perform the simu-
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FIG. 14: The total number of spikes along time obtained for the ER, BA, WS, PN and PA models considering the whole
original networks.

lation of the respective dynamics. Figure 20 shows the
hierarchical number of nodes and hierarchical degrees ob-
tained for 50 other nodes of the C. elegans neuronal net-
work. It is clear from such results that the placement of
the activation at other nodes will clearly lead to different
avalanche intensities and positions along time. This has
been experimentally verified but is not reported here for
the sake of space.

IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The integration of neuronal and complex networks pro-
vides an especially exciting prospect for investigating the
relationship between structure and dynamics in complex
systems. Recently reported results considering transient
non-linear dynamics in integrate-and-fire complex neu-
ronal networks have yielded a series of remarkable re-
sults, including the identification of avalanches of activa-
tion and spikings occurring along time for several network
topologies [20] and the transient confinement of activa-
tion/spiking within the topological modules (communi-
ties) of networks [21, 22]. The present work had as its
main objective to investigate the former of these effects.

After presenting the basic concepts, a series of develop-
ments were reported with respect to the study of the first
spiking avalanche in complex neuronal networks. The
main contributions of the current article are summarized
as follows:

Introduction of the highly PI network model:

A new network model, characterized by identical node

degrees as well as other types of structural regularities,
has been introduced. The PI model, which is a version
of the path-regular knitted network [29], is obtained by
implementing paths involving all network nodes, without
repetition of nodes or edges. The PI model is particularly
relevant for the type of investigations developed in this
article because it yields regular degrees at all concentric
levels. Were not for the intra-ring links, the PI model
would lead to completely simultaneous spikings at each
concentric level.

Study of spiking dynamics for two extreme dual

situations: The phenomenon of the spiking avalanches
has been investigated and characterized with respect to
two extreme situations, namely a network involving a
hub (star connectivity) and a chain network. Completely
different activations and spiking patterns are implied by
each of these two cases, corroborating the dual nature of
star and path connectivity [29]. More specifically, while
the hub network yields a maximally intense and simulta-
neous avalanche of spikes and activation, the chain net-
work implies gradual and smooth propagation of the ac-
tivation and spiking throughout the network.

Identification of the saw oscillations: The unfold-
ing of the activation in integrate-and-fire complex neu-
ronal networks tends to exhibit oscilations. This effect
has been discussed and characterized with respect to the
chain networks. In particular, it has been shown that
such an alternating dynamics corresponds to a stable at-
tractor of the dynamics.

Identification of secondary avalanches: A sec-
ondary avalanche of spikings has been identified for some
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FIG. 15: The total of spikes in terms of time obtained by considering the simple chain equivalent models respective to the
situations in Figure 14.

(a) (b)

FIG. 16: The total of spikes in terms of time obtained for the highly regular PI model considering the whole original network
(a) and the repspective equivalent model (b).

network models, especially the WS and PN models.
Though not investigated in more detail in the present
work, and not being captured by the equivalent model,
such phenomena correspond to another interesting fea-
ture of the integrate-and-fire neuronal complex networks.

Brief review of hierarchical measurements of

complex networks: While traditional measurements
such as the degree and clustering coefficient provide valu-
able information about only the most immediate neigh-
borhood around each node, the hierarchical (or concen-
tric) measurements allow a comprehensive characteriza-

tion of the connectivity surrounding each node in terms
of multiple topological scales. The concentric organiza-
tion of networks, as well as the measurements of number
of nodes by level and the hierarchical degree, have been
reviewed in an introductory and didactic fashion. They
have been illustrated with respect to each of the 7 theo-
retical models of complex networks adopted in this work.
The signatures obtained for the hierarchical number of
nodes, hierarchical degrees, and intra-ring degrees are re-
markably similar for all models except the geographical
and Watts-Strogatz structures. Such a topological fea-
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 17: The position (a) and intensity (b) of the avalanches
predicted for the PI networks of varying sizes (N) and average
degrees (〈k〉).

ture suggests that any dynamics relying strongly on the
concentric structures of the networks will tend to exhibit
similar properties in most of the considered networks.

The importance of hierarchical measurements

for dynamics: Because the neuronal activation is as-
sumed to emanate from a single node, the concentric or-
ganization of the network defined by this node provides
a natural way to look at the relationship between the
topology and spread of activation through the network.
Indeed, because of the integration of neuronal activation
along time (facilitation) required for reaching the firing
threshold, each of the concentric levels acts as a barrier,
confining the neuronal activation at the previous levels
until the activation becomes critical, implying the almost
simultaneous firing of the neurons in the lastly activated
level. Therefore, the main avalanche during the transient
activation of a complex neuronal network is determined
by the concentric level containing the largest number of
nodes. Because the integrate-and-fire dynamics in com-
plex neuronal networks tend to be strongly defined by
the concentric structure around the source node, sev-
eral of the features of the avalanches can be estimated
from such topological information. It should be observed
that such a formulation can be readily extended to con-
sider more than one node acting as sources, as allowed
by the generalized approach where subgraphs are treated
as equivalent nodes [25].

FIG. 18: The hierarchical number of nodes and hierarchical
degrees of the C. elegans network considering node 50 as the
reference.

Proposal of a chain equivalent model: The close
relationship between the topological concentric features
of the networks and the respective spread of activation
and spiking motivated the proposal of a simple equiv-
alent model, namely a chain network whose each node
corresponds to one of the concentric levels of the original
network and the weights are defined by the proportion of
activations sent to the previous and next levels. Though
such a proportion has been determined in terms of the
hierarchical degrees at the previous and next levels, be-
cause of the assumed degree regularity, it can also be
obtained from the number of nodes at the previous, cur-
rent and next levels. In order to account for the different
number of nodes at each of the levels of the original net-
work, the previously adopted integrate-and-fire neuron
model was augmented to incorporate synaptic weights.
By reducing the incoming activation by the right pro-
portion, determined in terms of the ratio between the
hierarchical degree (or number of nodes between layers),
the synaptic weights mimic the large inertia for activation
implied by the different number of nodes at each level.
Though very simple, typically involving only a handful
of nodes, the equivalent model was shown to capture the
intrinsic topological features defining important features
of the avalanches. More specifically, their intensity can
be reasonably estimated as corresponding to the number
of nodes at the concentric level with the largest number
of nodes. The time when the main avalanche occurs can
also be predicted by adding the number of nodes from
the first level to the level containing the largest num-
ber of nodes. The equivalent model was shown to pre-
dict these parameters with reasonable accuracy for all 7
models as well as for the C. elegans network, except the
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(a) (b)

FIG. 19: The total number of spikes obtained for the C. elegans network with the activation source placed at node 50 obtained
by considering the whole network (a) and the respective equivalent model (b) defined by the hierarchical features in Figure 18.

FIG. 20: The hierarchical number of nodes and hierarchical
degrees of the C. elegans network considering node 50 as the
reference.

geographical model (which do not yield avalanches). Re-
markably, the equivalent model seems to be useful even
for Barabási-Albert networks, which are characterized by
highly skewed degree distributions. However, the equiv-
alent model does not take into account either intense de-
gree non-uniformities or the intra-ring connections. In
practice, such features tend to undermine the simulta-
neous activation of the neurons in each concentric level,
making the avalanches less definite.

Identification of universal features of

avalanches: Because most of the considered net-
works, including the C. elegans structure, exhibit similar
concentric organizations with respect to most of their
nodes, and because the integrate-and-fire dynamics is
strongly defined by the concentric properties of the
network with respect to the source node, it followed that
most of the considered models exhibit similar non-linear

transient dynamics. The reported systematic investi-
gation of the intensity and position of the avalanches
in the PI model considering several network sizes and
average degrees showed that these properties are com-
pletely independent of the average degree, but strongly
affected by the network size. More specifically, both the
intensity and position of the main avalanche increases
monotonically, but sub-linearly with the network size.
Because of the fact that most of the considered complex
networks tend to exhibit similar concentric organization,
such results obtained for the PI model are very likely
immediately extensible to most models, except the
Watts-Strogatz and geographical structures. This is an
important result, suggesting some level of universality
among networks with the same number of nodes. It
is possible that such a universality is related to the
stochastic nature of the considered theoretical models.
It would be particularly interesting to investigate if such
a universality is verified for real-world networks as well
as other theoretical models.

Investigation of avalanches in the C. elegans

neuronal network: The consideration of this important
real-world network allowed additional insights about the
avalanches as well as further corroborated the potential
of the equivalent model for predicting important non-
linear dynamical features with basis on the topological
concentric properties. It has been further corroborated
preliminary results [20], by considering the source of ac-
tivation at node 50, that this network also undergoes an
avalanche of spiking at nearly the time step 200. Similar
results were obtained for other nodes, though markedly
distinct avalanche features were obtained for some spe-
cific nodes. This result is particularly striking because,
among the 7 considered theoretical models, only the GG
and WS models were characterized by different concen-
tric signatures produced by different nodes. This would
suggest the C. elegans network to be similar to either of
those models. However, those models did not exhibit the
avalanches verified for the C. elegans network. Conse-
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quently, it seems that this network exhibits some specific
topological structure which is not captured by any of the
7 considered theoretical models. Such a heterogeneity of
dynamics implied by different nodes suggests investiga-
tions aimed at quantifying the influence of each node on
the overall transient dynamics.

Relating network structure and dynamics: Ulti-
mately, this work has lied at the heart of the structure-
dynamics paradigm, addressing transient non-linear dy-
namics in integrate-and-fire complex neuronal systems.
More specifically, it has focused the specific phenomenon
of the activation/spiking avalanches previously identified
for complex neuronal networks [20]. Because of the in-
trinsic way in which the integrate-and-fire non-linearity
acts on the dynamics while depending on the topology,
the avalanches were ultimately found to be strongly de-
fined by the hierarchical (or concentric) organization of
complex neuronal networks, allowing the development of
an extremely simple chain equivalent model as well as
the prediction of the main avalanche features from the
concentric measurements.

The results and concepts reported in this work have
paved the way to several future developments, some of
which are discussed below:

Additional Experiments: While the results re-
ported in this work were computationally limited, it
would be important to extend the reported investigations
to include larger networks as well as a larger number of
samples for each configuration to be experimentally sim-
ulated and characterized.

Extension to other types of dynamics: The close
relationship between the concentric topology and dynam-
ics identified in this work suggests that other types of
dynamics — including traditional diffusion, self-avoiding
random walks, as well as integrate-and-fire with activa-
tion decays [22], may also be strongly related to the hi-
erarchical organization of complex networks.

Real-world networks: The interesting results ob-
tained for the C. elegans network motivate the investi-
gation of other real-world networks related to non-linear
dynamics. Several cases would be particularly interest-
ing to be examined, including communications, produc-
tion, transportation and computing networks. Of special
interest would be biological networks, where the produc-
tion of specific molecules and structures depend on the
integration of received subparts.

Identification of nodes leading to particular

types of avalanches: The verified fact that different
nodes in some networks (e.g. WS, GG and C. elegans)
can produce distinct avalanches motivates further re-
search aimed at the quantification and identification of
nodes in a given network which are capable of produc-
ing the most intense avalanche, or the earliest and latest
avalanches. By taking into account the respective effects
of each node on the dynamics, such an investigation could
provide insights about the role of these nodes in the re-
spective real-world systems.

Incorporation of intra-ring edges and consider-

ation of skewed degree distributions: For simplic-
ity’s sake, the equivalent model reported in this work did
not take into account the intra-ring connections or non-
uniformities of degree. It would be interesting to develop
augmented models incorporating these features and to
verify whether they would be able to capture secondary
avalanches and lead to more precise estimations.

Extension to integrate-and-fire complex neu-

ronal networks with limitation of the activation

transfers: In this work we assumed that once a spike
occurs, the internal accumulated activation is integrally
shared between the outgoing axons. However, in biolog-
ical neuronal networks, the axon activation is known to
be limited to similar spike amplitudes. Preliminary in-
vestigations indicated that most of the phenomena, con-
cepts and results reported in this work extend immedi-
ately to integrate-and-fire models involving outward ac-
tivation limitation. Nevertheless, small differences have
been verified, such as the fact that in this type of lim-
ited activation structures the avalanches tend to occur as
large peaks, not as the sigmoid transitions illustrated in
this work. Therefore, it would be interesting to repeat the
investigation procedure reported here in order to charac-
terize in more detail the relationship between topology
and dynamics in complex neuronal networks with out-
ward activation limitation.

The equivalent model and topological commu-

nities: In addition to advancing the understanding of the
avalanches, the concepts and results reported in the cur-
rent work also paved the way to future investigations of
another remarkable effect of the non-linear integrate-and-
fire complex neuronal networks, namely the transient
confinement of activation within the topological commu-
nities. Indeed, it would be relatively easy to extend the
adopted formulations to incorporate groups of more in-
tensely connected nodes at each of the concentric levels.
By doing so, it is possible to define equivalent models
which involve several branches initiating at the source.

Superedge analysis of the synchronization of

the activations: It would be particularly interesting to
apply the concept of superedges, recently suggested [35]
as a particularly systematic and comprehensive way to
investigate the relationship between topology and dy-
namics in complex systems, in order to obtain additional
insights about the avalanches phenomenon. At the same
time, the superedges approach can be complemented by
the concentric approaches currently adopted. The su-
peredges approach would be particularly important for
quantifying the loss of spiking simultaneity implied by
non-uniform degree and intra-ring connections.

Implications for neuroscience, real-world net-

works, and complex networks research: The re-
ported concepts and results have several potential impli-
cations for neuroscience and complex networks research.
In the former case, it would be interesting to seek for
avalanches in the activation of biological neuronal sys-
tems and relate such effects to the respective network
topology. Interestingly, because of the prediction poten-
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tial of the equivalent model and its simplicity, it becomes
possible to perform such investigations even when the
specific details of the biological networks are known. In
other words, avalanches of neuronal activity can be re-
lated to the network architecture by considering estima-
tions of the number of nodes in each neuronal concentric
level. Similar investigations can also be performed with
respect to a number of real-world networks involving non-
linear dynamics, especially other biological networks such
as gene expression and protein interaction. The implica-
tions for complex network research are also numerous.
First, we have shown that the intrinsic topological fea-
tures of networks can have fundamental effects on the
transient activation of non-linear complex systems, mo-
tivating further related works. Second, it has been shown
relatively complex phenomena such as avalanches in the

transient activation of non-linear integrate-and-fire com-
plex neuronal networks, can be effectively modeled by
simple equivalent networks. In addition, it would be in-
teresting to seek for other near universal properties of the
avalanches. Finally, it has been shown that the concen-
tric organization of complex networks, which has been
relatively overlooked in the literature, can hold the key
for explaining important dynamical properties of com-
plex neuronal networks.
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